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LOGLINE
Growing up in the underbelly of Burnside Skatepark, Paul Johnson is a product of his 
environment. As a deaf skater, he's learned to navigate the challenges that come with 
communicating amongst mostly hearing friends. With a new generation of skaters in need of 
role models, the default culture that once enabled the vices of Burnside's skate community is 
now in transition. Through My Board tells the story of Paul and the park's OGs as they reckon 
with aging, addiction, and the often-uncomfortable process of personal evolution.

SYNOPSIS
Paul Johnson was raised at Burnside Skatepark in the lawless heyday of the early-90’s. As a 
lifetime skater who is both Black and deaf, Paul has had to navigate a world that is 
predominantly hearing and predominately white. 
 
Over the years, Paul has found solace through his board, through broken conversations with 
hearing friends, and through the socially-acceptable abuse of alcohol. Paul feels most seen and 
heard when he's around Bryan - who is also Black and deaf. The two friends find a safe space 
with each other that is otherwise elusive in their day-to-day lives.
 
Paul's struggle with his sobriety parallels the growing pains the entire community must endure 
to clean up Burnside's gritty reputation. Times are changing. A looming construction project on 
the bridge above the park threatens to disrupt an established, decades-long routine. In tandem, 
a new generation of young skaters are putting the pressure on Paul and the park's OGs step it 
up as the adults in the proverbial room. 
 
Paul has witnessed the spiritual and physical demise of many cohorts, and works to put 
structure into his life by way of a job, an apartment and a steady girlfriend. The process isn't 
linear, but the realization continues to be clearer by the day: the time is now for elders of the 
community to ultimately make a choice between evolution or death.













CLICK TO PLAY 
THROUGH MY BOARD TRAILER

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1azG-i2ND2_ybaeLOQxU6dbn9EAftu1fw/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1azG-i2ND2_ybaeLOQxU6dbn9EAftu1fw/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1azG-i2ND2_ybaeLOQxU6dbn9EAftu1fw/preview
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